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 The ride seems to last a lot longer than I thought, but when we finally arrive, I 

want it to be longer. We wait until Jamison comes around the porter and opens the door, 

and then I step out onto the curb in front of Ikavot Lab. The building itself looks like 

someone took two upright skyscrapers and bound them together, like that red twisted 

candy back in Old Time. Eighty thousand feet of diamond-shaped, curved glass planes 

that curl up into a point at the top at fifteen hundred feet up. Titanium bars spiral and 

outline the glass windows to support the structure, although it still looks like its 

impossibly standing. The earliest Innovs, or engineering Talents, must’ve had a field 

trip trying to make this work. The surrounding lawn has genuine green grass instead of 

standard plastic, with maintenance carefully trimming each blade exactly. They wear 

burlap black clothing and have a simple badge white badge with a line down the 

middle. Blands. I didn’t know they were allowed on the premises, not to mention work 

here.  

 As my eyes lazily travel up the length go Ikavot Lab, I see the glass reflecting the 

hazy blues of the sky, and since it’s the middle of the day, it’s looking a little too bright 

to look at. Occasionally, it reflects hexagons of the dome sky when they shimmer, and I 

get a tease of a rainbow spectrum, which is my favorite aspect of this building.  

 “You know what those are, right?” Jamison asks as he closes the door behind me.  

 I nod. “Forcefields. They surround all of Primatora. They’re meant to protect us 

from the outside.” 

 “Glad they created that for the Blands during the Contrive. Although it makes a 

bloody mess when they get too close.” 

 “You’re a guard again, Jamison? Since when?” 
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 “Nah, used to be. I think this is just a little more relaxing. At least I know you 

won't be frying yourself alive anytime soon. Though you’ll want to, with all the noise 

you’d be getting when you perform. I’m excited to see you as a first-time Contriver.” 

 “Mm, yeah. Everyone is.” 

 “Ahem.” 

 Mother stands at the curb, patiently waiting. She's just handed something over to 

her assistant, and she hurries inside. “Come along, now.” 

 She’s brought me to the talent sector, and I wonder what kind of Talent she’s 

created for the market, or if she’s updated on the Personality bundles. Her pride levels 

are through the roof. 


